CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study

In recent years the society mobilization has change periodically, There were plentiful of reason why the mobilization never stops. Human are much more sophisticated nowadays, Rapid progress of democracy led human to think out-of-box and gave them freedom of act. As Ronald Dwokin says that “The freedom of expression is seen not only as a means for realizing a democratic society, but also as an end in itself. This essential or constitutive justification of the freedom of expression is related to the moral responsibility of individuals. Individuals as morally responsible agents must be free to receive and express opinions.” (Dwokin,1996,p.200). Decades before freedom of speech was not given freely for mankind,, Silence was overwhelming in order to defending them of being treated horrible by the absolute power . The absolute power refers to Dictatorship, The dictatorship is held by someone or people who maintain their position by the power.

Animal Farm story began in a barn that authorized by human that reckless and unaware of his animal condition , There are some major character like Snowbell and Napoleon as a young pig that considered as a supervisor of the animal in that barn and considered as a representation of Stalin and Leon Trotsky in Russian revolution history. Boxer, The cart-horse whose incredible strength, dedication, and loyalty play a key role in the early prosperity of the Farm, He naively trusts the pigs to make all his decisions for him. His two mottoes are “I will work harder” and “Napoleon is always right.”, And Squealer , The pig who spreads Napoleon’s propaganda among the other animals. Squealer justifies the pigs’ monopolization of resources and spreads false statistics pointing to the farm’s success. Orwell uses Squealer to explore the ways in which those in power often use rhetoric and language to twist the truth and gain and maintain social and political control.
In one occasion both Snowbell and Napoleon are attending a meeting with The Old Major a boar that had living in the barn since a long time ago, and The old major had a fancy dream when all animal could living well as much as human being. The old major held the meeting on The Jones barn with several animals that lived in the barn. The meeting was all about The Old major speech and song “The England’s Animal” that inspire the snowball and napoleon for a rebellion to The Jones barn. The old major speech resulting in one propaganda that human is an enemy, Because, They were milking the animal all the time. The Rebellion begins when The Old major died. Napoleon and Snowball was the leader of that event. The Jones family was attacked and pushed down by The Animal, Animals dies and they got recognition as a hero. Napoleon and Snowball were the heroes that help the animal to Conquering Jones’s side. It is all worked up Napoleon and Snowball has become the leader of barn. And triumph goes wild in The Jones’s barn.

Soon enough Napoleon and Snowball was held a meeting for all animals. In that meeting produced rules “Two Legs are bad and Four Legs are good“ which it’s mean that Two legs (Human) is an enemy and Four Legs (All the four legs animal) is an allied. From that moment on there is a prohibition for all the Animals to live in The Jones’s house and made the brand new name of the barn “Animal Farm” and Animalism Rule that stated Every Animals are equal. After that all the animals were lived with their own will and not being chained by their Master, They become master of their own life.

Years past the barn was running well by all the Animals, They dedicated their own sweat to their own purposes. Snowball and Napoleon are The Truly leaders, At the moment their forward thinking on the barn’s future and the animal that being discriminated by human. Snowball is a futurist. He became the good leader with his thousand ideas, He initiate The windmill’s plan, That could give all the animals benefit in the future. He always brings the good decision when Napoleon was not. Napoleon tried to expand his forward thinking to bring the rebellion to the all animals in England. He spread his propaganda through the dove and expand the rebellion to all England’s Animal. Napoleon was disagreed with Snowball’s plan
when Snowball’s plan are supported by his companion like, And he attacked Snowball in the meeting when Napoleon and Snowball explained their intention. Snowball was vanished by the napoleon’s dogs and he disappeared.

Napoleon was a leader from that moment on. Napoleon begun his reign with his companion Squealer. All the pigs and all the dogs he got. He insisted that all the pigs is a leader and should be their priority to take care of. He thought that Pigs had all the intelligence and power that all the animals don’t had. The Animal’s Farm became popular in their neighborhood and they also grew the hatred among the farmers around them.

Years past, The farm has become lack of production and daily need. Rumor about Snowball’s attacking plan was spread. In one condition the several animals were poisoned and Napoleon was mad and he was indicated that there is a traitor in the Farm who still loyal to Snowball. He found out some of the animal who betrayed him and slay him instead. That was broke the rule of animalism. But Squealer made his own propaganda to fake the Napoleon’s fault. The Animal’s farm members are confused when Napoleon initiating to construct the windmill. But the windmill they had built cannot survived from the bad weather when it was constructed and Napoleon thinks that it is Snowball’s work because he jealous with Napoleon Achievement.

Years later The Animal’s Farm was attacked by the farmer around them, It was the second time their windmill had built and destroyed again. A moment later all the animals are desperate and tried to reconstruct their own life and purposes. The pig was greed and living the dream in Jones’s house. No animals can touch him because he was the supreme leader. Napoleon tried to make a new set of rules that “Two legs are good and four legs are also good”. A lot of Napoleon followers are grew old and died. Napoleon grew into an adult pigs and the farmer around its farmer are visiting him every single night until all the animal realize that Napoleon was threw a party and live like a king in Jones’s house with the entire farmer in their neighbourhood.

This research paper would contrast the nuance of the satirical works of George Orwell, The first of Orwell's great cries of despair was Animal Farm, his satirical
beast fable, often heralded as his lightest work. Though it resembles the Russian Revolution and the rise of Stalin, it is more meaningfully an anatomy of all political revolutions, where the revolutionary ideals of justice, equality, and fraternity shatter in the event. Orwell paints a grim picture of the political 20th century, a time he believed marked the end of the very concept of human freedom.

As civilization rises there are many kind of power and position we could find in this world many kind of discriminative reason or ideas that blocked the proletariat to seek their own freedom popped out from those who have a power and position in order to find their own ideal perspective or purposes. The aim of this research paper is to acknowledge and persuade people to stop the social class activity that could be a complex issue to human as their relationship flow in society related to Marxist analysis. As we know how the proletariat social class stratification is just a cruel pattern that broke humanity and also give us a clear view a bond that created by common struggle that being discriminate by position and power. Both power and position has change the world specifically. The absolute rule of bureaucracy strives to obtain for itself permanency. The forcible suppression of all opposition is its guiding principle. Almost everywhere it must do this to prevent its power being forcibly broken. It is otherwise with democracy, which means the rule of majorities. But majorities change. In a democracy no regime can be adapted to long duration.

B. Problem Statement

There are several issues that the researcher would like to discuss as;

1. What is the characteristic of dictatorship?
2. What is the main reason that motivates the proletariat to gain their dictatorship?
3. What is the solution to put an end or prevent of the dictatorship?

C. Limitation of the Study

The researcher focus on the research in analyzing Dictatorship of Proletariat reflected in Goerge Orwels’s *ANIMAL FARM* (1945).
D. Objectives of the Study

Based on the research questions, The objectives of the study are:

1. To analyze the characteristic of dictatorship
2. To analyze the reason why the proletariat turns to dictator Animal Farm.
3. To find a solution to prevent or stop the dictatorship by the proletariat

E. Benefits of the Study

1. Practical Benefit

   The study is expected to be used as means to understand how class struggle on Proletariat happens at the dictatorship era.

2. Theoretical Benefit

   The result of this study is expected to be able to give information and contribution of knowledge to the academic reference. It can be also as a reference for other researchers who want to conduct further research and particularly the literary studies on this Animal Farm novel.